› History ‹

Everything began in the 20’s
when Manlio Mergè started his
production of wine and oil

All begins in the 20’s when Manlio Mergè
started his production of wine and oil.
Manlio transmits his passion to his son
Armando, who in the 70’s founds the
family company in the area between the
edges of Frascati, Monte Porzio Catone
and the Agro Romano. Thanks to the
quality of the production and to the
constant commitment of Armando, in
few years the Company gets an important
role in the Castelli Romani’s wine scene.
After having observed in depth the most
interesting national and international
wine scenes, in 1995 Felice Mergè
converts the company founded by his
father Armando into the Femar Vini. The
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company can count on its grapes and on
the wines from its associated companies,
which allow to offer to its clientele a
diverse productive selection. The expertise
of Felice, his spirit of experimentation,
the zeal and love for the land where he
grew up and which has increased in the
years, lead the company production to a
higher level, both in quality and quantity.
Today Femar represents together Felice’s
resourcefulness and Armando’s passion:
the company name is in fact an acronym
for Felice Mergè Armando and embodies
the spirit of the third generation Mergè,
devoted to innovation, but extremely
respectful of the territory and tradition.

› Philosophy ‹

Tradition,
identity and territory,
but also passion,
commitment and experience

The purpose of the company is to offer a
wide range of traditional products with a
recognizable style and origin. Therefore,
on top of a very high qualitative research
and its revolutionary winemaking and
aging processes, Femar aims to satisfy any
type of request and market positioning.

Thanks to a well-established network of
conferences for the most characteristic
grapes of the region and long-lasting
collaborations with producers in the
production areas, Femar boasts a variety
of full wines that successfully exports all
over the world.
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› Establishment & Processes ‹

Technologies and latest
equipment serving
a great wine tradition

Femar Vini owns about 40 hectares of
vineyards and it can also count on grapes
and wines from its associated companies,
which allow the company to offer to its
clientele a diverse productive selection.
The cooperative, in its technical aspects,
develops on approximately 6,000 square
meters with two operating units: one is
dedicated to cold technology, equipped
with stainless steel containers for wine
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making and storage, with a modern bottling
device and a sophisticated laboratory of
analysis; the other one is designed to host
an underground tufaceous experimental
area containing over 800 barriques, with
areas reserved for large Slavonian oak
barrels for red wines and very structured
white wines. Thus technologies and latest
equipment serving a great wine tradition.

› Geographical areas ‹

The best grapes,
the respect for the land,
the competence and
the constant research for quality:
that is how Felice Mergè
cultivates the excellence

The main grape varieties for wines
labeled Femar Vini come from the areas
of Abruzzo, Apulia and Sicily. Respect
for the environment and quality research
leads the company to work only with
vineyards and native grapes of central
and southern Italy in order to aim at a

continuous improvement of the product,
pursuing a strong and competitive
participation in the market. Southern
Italy is a land suitable for the production
of great wines: has an ideal climate, a
remarkable variety of grapes and a very
long history of winegrowers.
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› Variety of vineyards ‹

Femar offers a wide range
of traditional products,
with a recognizable style
and origin

Femar productions are characterized by
a careful selection of vines and the most
traditional de-nominations of each region
in order to take advantage of the potential
of the land and grape varieties, sometimes
using international grapes raised in these
areas for a very long time.
The vineyards for the production of Syrah,
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Petit Verdot, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon,
Malvasia Puntinata, Trebbiano and Chardonnay come from Lazio. Montepulciano
wine comes from Abruzzo. Primitivo, Negroamaro and Fiano come from Apulia,
and Nero d'Avola comes from Sicily: so
for over twenty years, Femar guarantees a
wide range of quality products.

› The Collections ‹

The Collections are the highlight
of the company production
and the result of the farsighted
and ambitious project
of Felice Mergè

“The Collections” are the highlights of the
company production and the result of the
farsighted and ambitious project of Felice.
Among the company brands:
Masseria Trajone, Gran Appasso, Faunus,
Nero Grande, Antico Ceppo, Montecore,
Anfiteatro Tuscolano, Urbe Aeterna and
Epicuro which, thanks to its value for
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money, has become top of the range. Up
to now Femar Vini has reached prestigious
goals and exports its productions in the
major wine user countries such as Holland,
Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Finland, Poland, Russia also reaching the
markets of Brazil, the States and Japan.

A fine
wine’s calling
The Nero Grande is one of the new Femar brands born to satisfy the
consumer concerned by the quality of a wine but also by its packaging.
Nero Grande da Uve Leggermente Appassite was the first wine of this
brand, produced through an ancient farming technique. It is a full-bodied
wine, satisfying and long-lived, which celebrates tradition, work, and
people who contributed so much to the history of this land. The whole
line includes two categories, the Entry Level with the Uve leggermente
Appassite, Negroamaro, Primitivo Igp, Salice Salentino Doc, Zinfandel
Rosato and Fiano. And the Collezione Privata with Roma Doc, Primitivo
di Manduria Doc and Susumaniello Igp.

- PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA -

- SUSUMANIELLO -

COLLEZIONE PRIVATA
DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE PROTETTA

COLLEZIONE PRIVATA
PUGLIA
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA

Intense ruby red. Wild berries on the nose, rose,
aromatic herbs and eucalyptus. Very fruity in
the mouth, balanced with a long floral and fruity
persistence.

Deep ruby red with purple shades. On the nose
blueberries and ripe red fruits, underbrush and
red flower, then tobacco, aromatic herbs and
a light zesty sensation. Elegant and powerful,
with ripe tannins, fresh and fruity, tasty and
very long in persistence.

Origin of the vineyards
Area of the Doc Manduria (Apulia).

Origin of the vineyards
Apulia.

Grape variety
Primitivo.

Grape variety
Susumaniello.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.

Awards
2020 › 96 points Luca Maroni
2021 › 96 points Luca Maroni
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- ROMA COLLEZIONE PRIVATA
DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE CONTROLLATA

Deep bright ruby red. Intense on the nose with
sensations of ripe red fruits, cherries in alcohol,
red flower, everything enclosed in a very pleasant
balsamic note. Very smooth in the mouth,
pleasantly tannic, well balanced, elegant and very
long in persistence.

Origin of the vineyards
Area of the DOC Roma.
Grape variety
Area of the DOC Roma.
Vine training system
Spurred cordon.
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- NEGROAMARO PUGLIA
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA

- OTTENUTO DA UVE LEGGERMENTE APPASSITE
PUGLIA
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA

Intense ruby red. On the nose sensations of wild
berries and ripe plum, then red currant flower,
fern and iron. Fresh and fruity, pleasantly tannic,
enveloping with long persistence.

Intense deep ruby red. Wild berries on the
nose, red flower, mediterranean aromatic
herbs, humus and eucalyptus. Very fruity in the
mouth, well-balanced, mouth-filling with a great
persistence.

Origin of the vineyards
Apulia.

Origin of the vineyards
Apulia.

Grape variety
Negroamaro.

Grape variety
Different varieties of red grape authorized by
the production disciplinary (usually Negroamaro,
Syrah and Cabernet).

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.
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Awards
2015 › 98 points Luca Maroni
2016 › 98 points Luca Maroni
2017 › 98 points Luca Maroni
2018 › 98 points Luca Maroni
2019 › 97 points Luca Maroni
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- PRIMITIVO -

- SALICE SALENTINO -

PUGLIA
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA

DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE PROTETTA

Ruby red. Wild berries on the nose, plum, fern with
a light sensation of menthol. Fruity and floral in
the mouth, with great aromatic progression and
long persistence.

Bright and intense ruby red. On the nose
sensations of red currant, plum, red flowers and
menthol, whereas in the mouth is smooth and
elegant, fresh and sapid, well–balanced, with a
long persistence.

Origin of the vineyards
Apulia.

Origin of the vineyards
Area of the Doc Salice Salentino (Apulia).

Grape variety
Primitivo.

Grape variety
Negroamaro for not less than 75% and other red
grapes allowed.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.
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Vine training system
Spurred cordon.
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- ZINFANDEL -

- FIANO -

ROSATO
PUGLIA
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA

PUGLIA
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA

Intense and bright pale pink. On the nose
sensations of strawberry jelly, cherries and
watermelon, then roses and aromatic herbs.
Smooth and juicy in the mouth, fresh and tasty,
with a long fruity persistence.

Bright pale yellow, very intense on the nose with
sensations of oriental fruit, then white melon,
pear, citrus and white flower. Fruity mouth,
fresh and sapid, ready to drink, with a long
mineral persistence.

Origin of the vineyards
Apulia.

Origin of the vineyards
Apulia.

Grape variety
Primitivo.

Grape variety
Fiano.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.
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Femar Vini S.r.l.
Via Fontana Candida, 3C - 00078 Monte Porzio Catone (Roma) - Italia
Tel: +39 (06) 9419491 - Fax: +39 (06) 9426988 - info@femarvini.com
www.femarvini.com

